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Abstract 

The interactions between substitutional carbon atoms and Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221}, and Σ27 {552} twin 

boundaries (TB) in silicon were investigated by first-principles calculations. The preferential 

segregation sites and segregation energy for carbon at different TBs were determined. It shows that 

segregation of carbon atoms at Σ3 {111} TB is energetically unfavorable while Σ9 {221} and Σ27 

{552} TBs are efficient gettering centers for carbon. A linear relationship between the atomic-site 

specific segregation energy for carbon at TBs and the average bond length (ABL) of the atomic site is 

deduced.  
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1. Introduction 

Due to the low production cost, multi-crystalline Si (mc-Si) now accounts for over 50% of the 

feedstock materials for photovoltaic solar cells [1, 2]. However, solar cells based on casting mc-Si has 

a relatively high concentration of alien impurities [3-6], including transition metals (e.g. Fe, Cu, Cr, 

Ni, etc.) and light elements (e.g. C, O, N, etc.), most of which have detrimental effect on the solar cell 

efficiency [4, 5, 7-9]. C, usually inherited from crucible and furnace during casting process, is an 

inevitable impurity in mc-Si. Many experimental evidences demonstrate that C tends to segregate at 

structural defects and especially at grain boundaries (GBs) in mc-Si. For instance, Stoffers et al. [4] 

detected the remarkable C segregation at the Σ9 and Σ27 GBs, by using 3D atom probe tomography 

(APT) measurement and electron-beam-induced current (EBIC). The presence of C in mc-Si can 

significantly influence the electrical activity of GBs and dislocations, and thus affect the minority 

carrier properties of mc-Si [10, 11]. Also, the segregated C solutes at GBs can serve as gettering sites 

for harmful transitional impurities like Fe and Cu [12, 13], which is believed to benefit the solar cell 

performance in terms of internal gettering. Furthermore, the existence of C solutes can drastically 

enhance the precipitation of O during thermal annealing [14]. These precipitates can deteriorate solar 

cell efficiency and also serve as gettering centers for detrimental metallic contaminants [6]. Therefore, 

an in-depth fundamental understanding of the segregation behavior of C along GBs in mc-Si is of 

great importance to increase the efficiency of mc-Si based solar cells.  

The impurity segregation at GBs is mainly controlled by the interaction energy between 

individual impurity and GBs. However, the interaction between impurities and GBs in mc-Si is rather 

complex and therefore difficult to investigate relying solely on experimental techniques like APT and 

EBIC [3, 5]. Fortunately, the rapid development of atomistic simulation approaches over the past 

decades has made it possible to achieve quantitative understanding on the individual impurity-GB 

interactions, in terms of specific atomic sites and the corresponding segregation energy [15, 16]. 

Nevertheless, such simulation work has been few, which is attributed to the key challenges with 

constructing the accurate GB structures in Si [17], as well as the high computational demands when it 

comes to high order coincidence site lattice (CSL) GBs [3] (e.g. Σ27 GBs in Si). The C-GB 
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interactions were once investigated by Käshammer and Sinno [3] using empirical molecular dynamics 

(EMD), they found these interactions were strongly correlated with the local atomic GB bonding 

network. However, considering the intrinsic uncertainty of empirical potentials, more reliable 

investigation approaches like density functional theory (DFT) calculations are needed to calculate the 

C-GB interactions in Si. A successful attempt by using first-principles calculations is the study of 

interstitial Fe segregation towards GBs in Si by Ziebarth et al. [8], in which the segregation of 

interstitial Fe impurity is revealed to be site specific at some special GBs, e.g. Σ3 {112} GBs.  

The Σ3, Σ9, and Σ27 twin boundaries (TBs) are the mostly observed GBs in as-cast mc-Si, 

accounting for over 50% of the total GB population [18]. The first-order TB, Σ3 {111} is usually 

dislocation and stress free. The second order Σ9 {221} and third order Σ27 {552} TBs can form via 

sequential twinning reactions between the first order TBs [19]. In this work, the Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221} 

and Σ27 {552} TBs were selected as the representative GBs to interpret the C-GB interactions in Si. 

DFT calculations were carried out to quantitatively reveal the underlining driving force for C 

gettering at GBs in mc-Si.  

2. Computational details  

All the DFT calculations in the present work were performed with Vienna ab initio simulation 

package (VASP) [20]. The exchange correlation functions were described with generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) [21] in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof form [22]. An energy cutoff of 400 eV 

was adopted in all the calculations to insure the total energy differences were less than 1 meV/atom. 

Monk-horst Pack k-points sampling was used for the Brillouin-zone integrals. Structural relaxations 

were performed until the Hellmann-Feynman force on all atoms was < 10-2 eV·Å-1. The linear 

tetrahedron method including Blöchl corrections [23] was utilized for the total energy calculations. In 

order to perform the calculations, 3D bicrystal type supercells containing 96, 136 and 216 atoms for 

Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221} and Σ27 {552} TBs respectively were created according to the various 

experimental observations [24-26] and computational predictions [27]. In each bicrystal supercell, 

there are two TBs and two micro-grains separated by the TBs. The convergence of TB energy with 
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respect to increased supercell size and thus increased TB-TB spacing was evaluated in order to choose 

the adequate supercell size. Proper supercell size was selected on condition that the TB energy 

difference was converged to less than 5 mJ/m2, wherein the artificial TB-TB interactions can be 

considered as being negligible. Convergence test also indicates that the k-points sampling dimension 

(cf. Table. 1) are adequate to yield well-converged results.   

The interfacial energy γTB of the TBs were evaluated using  

   / 2tot
TB SiTB Si SiE N A                                                         (1) 

In Eq. (1), tot
SiTBE  is the total free energy of a bicrystal cell and SiN  correspondingly, the number of Si 

atoms. Si  is the chemical potential per Si atom, calculated from the diamond phase. A is the cross-

section area of the TB. The scaling factor ½ in Eq. (1) indicates the presence of two TBs in the 

bicrystal.  

 To quantify the interactions between C solutes and TBs, the segregation energy of C 

impurities at the TBs, γseg, was introduced and calculated based on  

TB Bulk
seg ie ieE E                                                                     (2) 

Where TB
ieE  is the impurity energy of carbon in a TB, and Bulk

ieE  correspondingly in bulk, the two of 

which can be calculated as 

1 1 1n nSi C SiTB
ie TB TB CE E E                                                      (3) 

1 1 1n nSi C SiBulk
ie Bulk Bulk CE E E                                                      (4) 

1 1nSi C
TBE   is the total energy of a TB containing one C atom, 1nSi

TBE   stands for the total energy of pristine 

TB without C impurities, 1 1nSi C
BulkE  , 1nSi

BulkE   for pure Si bulk with and without C impurity, respectively. 

C  is the chemical potential per C atom, evaluated from the graphite phase. A negative value of seg 
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implies that it’s energetically favorable for C impurity to segregate from bulk environment to TBs. It 

is worth noting that no energetically favorable sites has been identified for interstitial segregation of C 

atoms, thus we will mainly focus on the substitutional C segregation behavior along Si TBs. 

3. Results and discussions 

The relaxed interfacial structures of Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221}, and Σ27 {552} TBs, shown in Fig. 1, 

are in good agreement with the experimental observations [24, 25, 28] and theoretical predictions [3, 

8, 27]. Table 1 presents the calculated γTB of Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221}, and Σ27 {552}. As can be seen, the 

γTB values of Σ3 {111} and Σ9 {221} obtained in this work are very close to the data by Ziebarth et al. 

[8] based on DFT calculations. In contrast, the γTB values of Σ9 {221}, and Σ27 {552} predicted by 

Käshammer and Sinno [3] using empirical potentials are much larger, which indicates that empirical 

descriptions of interatomic interactions tend to introduce uncertainties and leads to a larger predicted 

interfacial energies than DFT [29].  

Interestingly, Σ3 {111} TB has an extremely low γTB, i.e. 0.014 J/m2, which is attributed to the 

fact that the bonding structure of atoms (angle and length of bonds) at the TB is nearly the same as 

that in perfect bulk Si crystal. However the γTB values of Σ27 {552} and Σ9 {221} TBs are much 

higher than Σ3 {111} TB. This is due to the different atomic constructions in the higher order TBs. As 

indicated in Fig. 1(b) and (c), different from the 6-membered rings in Σ3 {111} TB, Σ9 {221} and 

Σ27 {552} TBs consist of 5- and 7-membered ring units, which introduces larger distortions of atomic 

bonding at TBs. The increase in γTB values of the TBs with increasing of twin order is consistent with 

the tendency predicted in Ref. [3].  

The segregation energy profile of C solutes at distinct core sites along these TBs are displayed 

in Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 1(a), due to the periodicity nature, there are only two distinct 

substitutional core sites in Σ3 {111} TB. A replacement of any of the two sites with C atoms will 

produce a positive γseg (cf. Fig. 2), which implies the C segregation at this TB is energetically 

unfavorable. This pronounced positive γseg should be attributed to the different lattice distortion 

behavior of Si bulk lattice and 3 {111} TB induced by C substitution. When one C atom is inserted 
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into Si bulk lattice, four Si-Si bonds are replaced by C-Si bonds, with a uniform bond length of 2.019 

Å, however, the typical bulk bonding angle of 109.47º does not change. In contrast, C substitution at 

the core sites of 3 {111} TB not only alters the length of surrounding bonds, but also induces a 

pronounced change in the bonding angle of the site, in comparison to pristine 3{111} TB. It is worth 

noting that such a repulsive C-TB interaction is not surprising since the Σ3 {111} TB, having 

extremely low γTB, is quite stable and would reject any structural changes. The unfavorable C 

segregation at Σ3 {111} TB is consistent with the experimental results from APT analysis: no C 

segregation/enrichment was detected at the coherent Σ3 {111} TB [4], indicating that  the Σ3 {111} 

TB does not possess any gettering ability of C solutes. Similar results have been found in the APT 

measurement by Ohno et al. [30], showing that Σ3 {111} TB is incapable to getter P, B, O and Cu 

atoms even when impurity concentration in the bulk is high. It has to be noted that the conclusion that 

Σ3 {111} TB is not a favorable segregation site for C is only valid for perfect straight Σ3 {111} TB. 

In mc-Si, the Σ3 {111} TB is sometimes distorted by extrinsic dislocations, resulting in deviation of 

the local twin boundary from the perfect Σ3 {111} TB misorientation [31]. These dislocations may 

serve as gettering centers for impurity atoms [32].    

There are 8 distinct atomic core sites at Σ9 {221} TB and the interactions between C solutes 

and the TB is more complex. Among the 8 core sites, one site (site 5) was found to possess a negative 

γseg (cf. Fig. 2), i.e. -0.223 eV/atom, corresponding to an attractive interaction between C and Σ9 {221} 

TB. Due to the symmetric nature of the TB, site 5ʹ is equivalent to site 5 and has the same γseg. It 

means that Σ9 {221} TB has the gettering ability for carbon atoms. All the rest of the core atomic 

sites are carbon-repulsive. This is different from the molecular dynamics prediction results by 

Käshammer and Sinno [3], which showed that there are 3 or 6 attractive distinct core sites for C 

segregation depending upon the empirical potentials used. The predicted gettering ability of Σ9 {221} 

TB for C is consistent with the experimental work by Stoffers et al. [4]. Their APT analysis on three 

Σ9 {221} TBs showed a C enrichment at the TB. 

The interactions between C solutes and Σ27 {552} TB is even more complicated. The Σ27 

{552} TB has 20 distinct substitutional core sites for possible C segregation. As indicated in Fig. 1(c) 
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and Fig. 2, 8 core atomic sites exhibit negative γseg, 5 of which have γseg values similar to or even 

lower than that of the atomic site 5 at Σ9 {221} TB. This is in good agreement with the EBIC and 

APT measurement results by Stoffers et al. [4], which shows that the C gettering also occurs at Σ27 

{552} TB. Site 12, as the joint of one 5-membered and two 6-membered rings, exhibits the maximum 

energy for attractive interaction with C, γseg of -0.524 eV/atom. With more distinct substitutional sites 

energetically favorable for C segregation and more negative γseg, Σ27 {552} TB is supposed to have a 

higher C gettering ability than Σ9 {221} TB.  

Indeed, the calculations show that there is a correlation between the C segregation level and 

the TB character, i.e. the C segregation level is increasing with twin order, Σ3 {111} < Σ9 {221} < 

Σ27 {552}, which is in agreement with the general trend proposed by Stoffers et al. [4] and 

Buonassisi et al. [32]. To explore the reason for the big difference in γseg existing between distinct 

core sites at TBs, the atomic bonding structures of core site 9 and 12 at Σ27 {552} TB, corresponding 

to the most repulsive and most attractive interactions with C atoms are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) 

respectively.  It is clearly shown that the main difference between the two sites is the length of atomic 

bonds connecting to the sites (the bonding angle are not so much distorted, 109.47 ± 6º), namely the 

extent of lattice distortion around the sites. The length of all the bonds connecting to site 9 is larger 

than site 12, implying that the lattice distortion extent may have a strong influence on γseg of each core 

site. To quantify the lattice distortion, average bond length (ABL), an average length of the four 

surrounding covalent bonds of each site, is introduced in this work. Fig. 3(c) displays the variation of 

γseg of C solutes and ABL at different atomic sites in Σ27 {552} TB. It is interesting to see that these 

two variables have nearly the same evolution tendency versus segregation sites. Fig. 3(d) shows the 

evolution of the calculated γseg of C solutes at all TBs as a function of ABL of the core sites along 

pristine TBs. Strikingly, an almost linear relationship exists between these two variables, where the 

segregation energy increases with ABL. A linear function between γseg and ABL (with unit: Å) can be 

deduced as  

γseg =  18.1221·(ABL-2.3506)                                                (5) 
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where 2.3506 is very close to the experimental length of Si-Si covalent bonds, 2.3517 Å, in bulk Si 

(lattice constant a = 5.4309 Å). So this equation can be interpreted as if an atomic site in TB has an 

ABL less than the equilibrium Si-Si bond length in bulk Si crystal, it will have a negative γseg for C-

gettering. Since the segregation energy was calculated as the energy difference between the state of 

one C atom replacing one Si atom at TB and the state with one C atom substituting one Si atom in 

bulk, Eq. (5) is also physically meaningful. Therefore Eq. (5) can be further written as   

γseg =  18.1221·(ABL-2.3517)                                             (6) 

Though not shown, this linear relationship also well fits the data points in Fig. 3(d). 

Such a correlation between the γseg and lattice distortion around an atomic site should be 

attributed to the bonding energy effect and the geometrical effect caused by the substitution with C 

atoms. Once a Si atom is replaced by a C atom at TB, the four Si-Si covalent bonds will be replaced 

by C-Si covalent bonds. As is known that the equilibrium length of C-Si covalent bonds in β-SiC 

(diamond cubic crystal structure) is 1.8878 Å, corresponding to the highest bonding energy [33]. 

However, in bulk Si crystal, it is impossible to form C-Si bonds with such a short length. Nevertheless, 

a segregation of C atoms to atomic sites with a short ABL along the TBs can results in a shorter 

length between Si and C atoms, referring to a higher bonding energy and therefore a more stable 

structure. So a segregation of C atoms to atomic sites at TB with a short ABL is energetically 

favorable.  

Furthermore, as discussed in Ref. [3], lattice distortion can generate alternating localized 

tensile and compressive regions along the GB. The ABL dependence of γseg of C solutes should also 

be attributed to the strain fields caused by lattice distortion in the vicinity of TBs. Since C atom has a 

smaller radius than Si, it is energetically favorable for the substitutional C atoms to take up the core Si 

sites in TBs which possess a shorter ABL than 2.3517Å, namely the sites subjected to a compression 

stress field (e.g. site 12 in Σ27 {552} TB). This can release the localized residual stress, and thus 

lower the elastic strain energy of the TB. In contrast, if a C atom occupies the core sites with longer 

ABL, it will further increase the elastic strain energy in the local region of TBs. Therefore, the atomic 
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site specific γseg of C solutes at TBs is due to the intrinsic heterogeneous distribution of lattice 

distortion of the TBs, and the extent of lattice distortion of the TB can largely determine its gettering 

ability for C.  

 Apart from the frequently observed TBs in Si, small/large angle GBs, random GBs as well as 

high Σ value GBs also exist, along which C segregation were also observed [4]. Nevertheless, it 

remains an open question that whether the correlation between ABL and γseg of C solutes as depicted 

by Eq. (6) can be extended to describe the C gettering at these GBs on condition that the GB 

equilibrium structure is known. It is relatively safe to say that Eq. (6) is applicable to the C gettering 

at atomic sites in mc-Si, of which the bonding angle are not so much distorted in reference to the 

equilibrium counterpart, i.e. 109.47°, in bulk-Si. As a test of the validity of such a relationship, the γseg 

of C at two atomic sites adjacent to Σ27 {552} TB, labeled as 21 and 22 in Fig. 1(c) were evaluated. 

The ABL values for the two atomic sites are measured as 2.3378 and 2.3407 Å, respectively. By using 

Eq. (6), the γseg values for the two sites are calculated as -0.248 and -0.200 eV/atom, respectively. 

These values are very close to the values predicted by DFT calculation, i.e. -0.183 and -0.165 

eV/atom, indicating the validity of Eq. (6) for C segregation. With the correlation shown by Eq. (6), it 

is possible that we can roughly evaluate the C gettering ability of other GBs with known atomic 

structure by calculating the ABL of different atomic sites without simulating the specific interactions 

between C solutes and GBs in Si, which may probably tend to make the evaluation of C gettering 

ability of different GBs or even dislocations easier. However, in spite of this knowledge of the C-TB 

interactions in mc-Si, further calculations focusing on the C gettering at small/large angle GBs, 

random GBs as well as high Σ value GBs on the atomic and electronic scale is needed to address the 

C-GB interactions in mc-Si with a clearer manner.   

4. Conclusions 

In summary, the atomic site dependent gettering of C at Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221}, and Σ27 {552} 

TBs in silicon was systematically investigated using first-principles calculations. The calculation 

results show that the Σ3 {111} TB is not able to getter C impurity, while C gettering could occur at Σ9 
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{221} and Σ27 {552} TBs, whereas Σ27 {552} TB exhibits a higher gettering ability. The prediction 

results are consistent with experimental observations. Further analysis reveals that the local 

compressive lattice distortion at the TBs provides the driving force for C gettering at specific atomic 

sites. A universal linear correlation between γseg of C solutes and the ABL of atomic sites along 

pristine TBs is obtained, which might possibly also be applicable to predict the segregation/gettering 

behavior of C solutes along other GBs or at dislocations in Si. This work provides an important and 

fundamental understanding towards the C gettering behavior at Si TBs, which is highly important for 

the photovoltaic applications of mc-Si. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Interfacial energy γTB, of Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221}, and Σ27 {552} TBs. The previous theoretical 

data are also included for comparison. 

Twin 

boundary 

Misorientation 

angle, θ 

Number of 

atoms 

k-points 

sampling 

dimension 

Twin boundary energy, γTB, J/m2 

This work 

(DFT) 

aZiebarth 

(DFT) 

bKäshammer 

(EMD) 

Σ3{111} 70.53 96 9213 0.014 0.01 0.00 

Σ9{221} 38.94 136 7215 0.183 0.16 c0.45, 0.52 

Σ27{552} 31.59 216 2211 0.359 - c0.58, 0.59, 0.66 
afrom Ref. [8].  

bfrom Ref. [3].  

cγTB produced with different empirical potentials. 

 

 

Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1. Twin boundary core structures as projected in the 110   lattice direction, (a) Σ3 {111}, (b) 

Σ9 {221}, (c) Σ27 {552}. The core sites of each twin boundary are labelled with numbers for potential 

segregation of carbon. Structure units of the three twin boundaries are marked with red atomic bonds. 

Core sites with negative carbon segregation energy are labelled red.  
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Fig. 2. Segregation energy of carbon at Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221}, and Σ27 {552}. The energy is in 

eV/atom. The segregation sites of each twin boundary correspond to the core sites as indicated in Fig. 

1.  

 

Fig. 3.  (a) Bonding environment of site 9 in pristine Σ27 {552} TB. (b) Bonding environment of site 

12 in pristine Σ27 {552} TB. (c) Average bond length versus segregation energy of carbon for 

different sites in Σ27 {552} TB. (d) Segregation energy of carbon at Σ3 {111}, Σ9 {221}, and Σ27 

{552} TBs as a function of average bond length (ABL) for the segregation sites in the present work. 

The energy is in eV/atom. 


